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What goes under the name of globalisation is no more than what I propose to call communication-production, a
new phase in social reproduction controlling communication today. Communication is production: no doubt what
remains is the old production system, its characteristic modality of exploitation through paid labour, the realisation
of increasing profits by a minority that is ever more reduced, profit at all costs, even at the cost of destroying the
ecological environment, of producing underdevelopment beyond the margins of survival, of resorting to war as a
solution to international conflict.
This means that the centre (which is ever more degraded and dehumanized) continues to dominate over
peripheries, such that transformation in a globalising world is no more that the adaptation of dominion in terms of
a “glocalising world”. This phase in social reproduction is widely recognized as post-, with its pas-partout term
“cultural interaction” which also applies to translation. It presents itself as globalisation, interculturalism,
hybridisation, contamination, post-capitalism, post-colonialism, post-apartheid, and is what in this presentation I
am proposing we call communication-production.
Communication in this situation is not only the intermediary phase between production and consumption in
the reproduction process. Communication is not only involved in exchange, that is, in the circulation of
merchandise, but also in the processes of production and consumption. In other words, not only does the
exchange phase call for communication, but so does the production phase – more precisely, production depends
on communication, ever more extensive and global communication permitting exploitation of low cost labour at a
world level. In addition to this, communication today avails itself of communication channels that can easily cross
through space and time, including oil pipes or electronic networks.
In spite of multinationals, the amplification of communication scenarios, encounter among different cultures,
foreignisation, today’s world is faced with the same misery: the realization of profit by a few at the expense of the
many which in “globalisation” are on the increase: exploitation is spreading at a world level because global
communication-production is imposing itself at a world level as the only form of production possible.
To make such a claim already in itself means to work in terms of interpretation, dialogue and listening. The
interpreter, the translator, the interculturalist cannot rescind from a critical understanding of today’s situation of
global communication-production, if the aim is to critique the social and impede (through different forms, means
and effects) the concentration of control and dominion emanating from small power centres in the world over
expanding areas of exploitation. Reference here is to violence and exploitation exerted through control over the
communication-production network by so-called “developed areas” (the target of interlingual and intercultural
translation), over the large proletarianised, exploited periphery, or so-called “underdeveloped areas” (the
peripheral source for interlingual and intercultural translation). This presentation is divided into two parts:
Communication and Interpretation in Globalised Capitalism; 2. Communication as Interpretation, Listening and
Restitution to Others.
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